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A richly featured open source Joomla CMS a back bone in developing   virtual websites, for online
arena needs no introduction. With slew of features and add ons Joomla Development, is ahead of
other CMSâ€™s available for creating dynamic web pages. Reason behind this, is presence of highly
evolved templates, incorporated with many feature rich extensions. With awesome amount of
extensions, currently more than 9000, are very useful for developing websites, fulfilling the diverse
needs, deeds and requirements of the websites. Virtue Mart Import Extension, Feedback Joomla
Extension, and Gallery Joomla Extension are the few in the bouquet of extensions contributing
generously and fulfilling diverse needs of the websites.

Virtue Mart Import Extension, an award winning extension is a right choice for the development of E-
Commerce website. An awesome component, this extension is a real time saver for the persons
attached to the online business community. â€œNeeded and Necessaryâ€• is the slogan for Virtue Mart for
any developer working with development of shopping cart in E- Commerce industry. Amazing factor
while working with this component development is done in just seconds. Highly administrative in
nature this tool extends assistance in dealing with many products, categories, discounts orders and
related procedures, making it the best shopping cart solution for the user.

Benefiting the users with an opportunity to choose from product currency, product categories, Virtue
Mart Import Extension is supposed to be the right choice as thousand of store owners are using this
extension. It can contributes in Template over writing, payment, shipment, coupons, calculation
rules, custom product rules and all other aspects related to online shopping cart development.

Another Joomla extension which is considered to be great and fantastic with simple setup, fresh
look and works perfectly is Feedback Joomla Extension. This extension is a flawless blend of
component and module especially designed for Joomla. The main aim to develop this extension is
to help clear up communication between people, who build websites and their clients so that clients
can have an opportunity to comment on the development sites. Consequently the website owners
can understand the prevalent demand, need and mindset and act accordingly.

Being an open source management system popular for customization, it has a huge gallery Joomla
extensions and plug-ins as well as a huge internet help community can be used independently for
web development purposes. Having bestowing features and effects, Gallery Joomla Extension, is an
effective extension that works well with most browsers with super Mac effects, displaying mind
blogging images. Categorized with unique titles and relevant images, this extension supports to
display number of albums and any number of images in album, benefitting professionals of various
fields displaying and presenting their products, services etc.
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